
MINISTER’S LETTER 

Let there be peace 

As I write this, the second Sunday of Advent is coming up. The Church calendar invites 

us to think about Peace on this Sunday. Last Sunday was given over to the 

consideration of Hope. Sundays three and four will look at Joy and Love respectively. 

But for now we will think about Peace . Peace is one of those key ideas in the Christian 

faith. At Jesus' birth we are told that angels called for “peace on earth”. They not only 

called for it, they announced its actual arrival. It was there in Bethlehem. It is here now. 

Indeed, we would eventually refer to the grown-up Jesus as "the Prince of Peace". 

But, we might ask, were the angels wrong? Were they leading us up the garden path? I 

look around me and I don't see much peace, what with Russia and the Ukraine. I read 

my history and can find little evidence of long-lasting peace and we in The Church have 

been praying regularly for peace over a very long time and there has not been much 

peace to show for it.  

How do we manage this? Is this a big misunderstanding? Is peace not what we thought 

it might be? Is it not the observed absence of aggression – as we thought it was? Is it not 

the end of warfare? Is it not the end of domestic violence? Or is peace some grand ideal 

that is something to strive for but won’t ever be achieved 

Well, we have given it a good try, have we not? 2500 years ago Isaiah told us that the 

lion will lie down with the lamb and that spears will be made its into priming hooks. But 

Jesus said his peace is not the same as the world's peace Is he talking about inner 

peace? Mental peace? Spiritual peace? What is this peace that passes understanding? 

Can the world around us rage while we find peace? Can the dreadfully ill person die in 

peace? Can raging anxiety turn into tranquillity? Can an angry man discover patience? 

To all of these we must surely offer a resounding "yes!”. It seems to be the case that the 

peace to be found in God’s Kingdom is the peace found in the unexpected. The peace 

found in coping with pain. The peace found in coming to terms with aggression. The 

peace that brings enemies together. The peace of reconciliation. The peace of 

restitution. The peace found in hope that defies reason. The peace that finds joy amidst 

sorrow. The peace that finds love – everywhere. 

May Advent bring you Hope, and Peace and Joy and Love, and may you share these 

extravagantly. 
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